This project’s goal is to create a permanent historical memorial of the cold war era. But it is not about another museum or hiding the structure from viewers. Instead, it is about transforming military object into something closer to people — what is closer to us than our own dwelling? In this project the submarine invades its military character. It transforms and becomes a good memorial. It is high, strongly affecting the surroundings but at the same time not being too conspicuous. What does this magic transform the core of typical cold war submarine and the combination of modern architecture and metal hull emphasizing its strength and endurance. The process of construction consists of six main phases and ends with apartment building. The lower contains twenty habitation modules made of submarine and reinforced concrete core that holds vertical common areas and infrastructure. Location for this project is a large site in direct overview with sea and an entrance to one of Capejaght’s breakwaters. The purpose of this is to transform the tower into a memorial between industrial harbor buildings and contemporary apartment buildings and at the same time it turns into a point of reference for ships. Taking into account that many more submarines will be retired from all around the world, this place is where they could end up as a memorial and habitation space. This project proposes those shapes of extending, each adding new structures and filling this hole with monumental towers.